Background
The combination of data encapsulation through the aggregation of related attributes, and instance identity to distinguish separate occurrences of that encapsulated data is a powerful feature of the object oriented design paradigm. Objects provide a convenient way to encapsulate related attributes. Object Identi ers give an implicit indirection which distinguishes attributes which are themselves objects, reference attributes, from attributes which are pure values, value attributes. Value attributes are considered to be part of the object itself, whereas reference attributes are given via associations between objects. Opinions di er as to whether associations should themselves be objects with their own object identities, whether associations are a separate primitive concept which should have identities, or whether associations should be pure constructions without identities.
More generally, the same issues arise when we collect objects together in larger aggregations. In 9], we propose the concept of \subsystem" as a means to provide coarse grained modularity in OO design. Subsystems can be de ned using the class-instance approach as for objects, they can be managed by coordinating objects and they can be units of encapsulation in the same way as objects. Subsystems can provide a structure in which properties of collections of objects can be de ned at the appropriate level without complete globalisation. If subsystems are considered to be rst class objects, then they yield the possibility of developing a nested hierarchy of levels of granularity and hence a compositional approach to vertical structuring, essential if large designs are not to be subject to an exponential increase in complexity.
The ideas presented here have arisen out of our formalisation of the \Syntropy" 20] and \UML" 70] approaches to object oriented analysis and design 8, 9, 10, 13, 27, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48] which has shown that many existing notations need to be formalised at a level in between objects and systems. Because these notations de ne no level of structuring between individual classes and entire systems (or domains), constraints between associations and between attributes of di erent classes are expressed via expressions and invariants which are attributed to particular classes. Such localisation is often arbitrary (the expressions and invariants could just as well be written in other classes) and can therefore reduce the clarity and abstraction of the speci cations concerned.
It seems that the OO approach might well bene t from an old idea, i.e., hierarchical structuring. For OO designs, some notion of subsystem would appear to be appropriate. The concept of subsystem exists in a restricted form in many OO frameworks. An aggregate in Fusion 19] is a group of classes, associations and attributes (but not operations, at the analysis level) used to model a \part of" relationship or to identify a relationship as an entity. In Octopus 23] aggregations are used to partition an application into functional sub-applications, rather like the domain concept of Syntropy 21] . UML provides two forms of aggregation to designate part/whole relationships, both considered to be particular uses of associations. Whilst the meaning of the strong form of aggregation is relatively clear, the diversity of interpretation of the weak form is widely acknowledged (eg. 72]). This is an unfortunate situation for the UML tool vendors.
The concept of subsystem we are proposing is more general than these in that it is a hierarchical construct which can be used to de ne more than two levels of structure, and is used to provide a basis of abstraction for modularity, re nement and concurrency. The design pattern \Facade" 34] provides a means of implementing hierarchical subsystems via the de nition of interfaces over collections of classes. The existence of this design pattern witnesses the usefulness of subsystems in OO design, however this \bolt-on" approach does not yield the full bene ts in terms of modularity and concurrency that can be gained by making the concept primitive. In this work, we are recognising this common design and, by developing its semantics and making it primitive, expanding its potential bene ts.
In 8] we de ne a hierarchical formalisation of the Syntropy diagrammatic notations where each diagrammatic component is interpreted separately and the system description is built in a compositional way from these separate interpretations. This formalisation has indicated some areas where notations are modular. For example, the formalisation of constraints on associations is undertaken in the theory which incorporates only the class theories for the associated objects and association theory, whereas other notations are non-modular, for example, navigation expressions occuring in a class de nition may require interpretation in an amalgamation of an arbitrary collection of theories. We observed how many of the constructions are naturally interpreted in theories which correspond to identi ed parts of the overall system.
In 9], we proposed the notion of subsystem which generalises the concept of object and association by including the fundamental aspects of objects (aggregation and identity) and associations (relationships between objects). Subsystems should be usable as \ rst class objects" to give a nested hierarchy with aggregation and encapsulation at each level (ie. horizontal and vertical structuring). Subsystems provide the construction at the correct level of granularity to allow us to formalise properties which are not local to each class such as invariants between classes and operations that change associations. Subsystems support the principle that we should specify operations and properties as locally as possible, but not more locally.
Of course, objects are not simply aggregations of related attributes. They are also aggregations of corresponding operations, namely those allowed to be applied to the said attribute aggregations. Hence, when de ning a concept of subsystem, we are obliged to provide mechanisms which enable us to de ne the attributes and methods of the new (subsystem) class. The mechanisms for the former are straightforward, but those for the latter are more problematic. This is particularly so when we consider extensions of OO methods to encompass concurrent execution of these methods.
We have in mind a model of concurrency which allows concurrent execution of methods from di erent objects, but no internal concurrency (at least as seen by clients of the object). (Similar approaches are taken for example in 22, 38, 2]). Thus, when de ning the methods associated with a new subsystem, we need mechanisms for declaring the public interface of the class and for de ning the internal implementation details of the methods. The latter is an instance of the more general problem of de ning appropriate languages which support multi-threaded computation within an object. The semantics of such concurrent, synchronised behaviours is an interesting problem in itself which would also have more general signi cance for the OO methods.
Programme and Methodology
We assert that hierarchical structure is essential for e ective development of large designs and advocate that the class-instance approach can be usefully employed for subsystems just as it is for objects. We propose to investigate a hierarchical approach to structuring which separates the orthogonal concerns of aggregation and instance identity and generalises and exploits these concepts in formally de ning the concept of subsystem as a rst class construction.
Aims and Objectives
Our aim is to generalise the class-instance approach, successfully employed in the object oriented paradigm, to enable its nested use in hierarchical development of systems from components and to provide mechanisms for de ning multi-threaded and concurrent implementations for methods.
Our objectives are: To de ne a formal and hierarchically modular semantic framework for Object Oriented Analysis and Design notations, employing a nested use of the class-instance paradigm, yielding compositional interpretation of theories for object and association instances, object classes, subsystem instances and subsystem classes.
To extend existing Object Oriented Analysis and Design notations with the concept of subsystem as a rst class entity enabling the hierarchical design and development of systems based on this semantic framework. To extend existing Object Oriented Analysis and Design notations to support the de nition of multithreaded (concurrent) implementations of the methods associated with a system component. To bring to the fore features of existing notations which are ill-de ned or non-compositional and to develop alternatives which are based on this sound semantic foundation. (For example, to distinguish between preconditions and guards, show the orthogonality of cardinality and lifetime constraints, and seperate concepts of the generic instance from those of the class manager.) The measures of success will be internal and external. The former include the documentation of the new theory and the ability to undertake signi cant ccase studies. The latter will include various signs of acceptance by the OO community of the mechanisms and methods developed in the project. The idea of hierarchy in system construction is generally accepted in Software Engineering, but not directly supported by OO approaches. Introducing concurrency and multi-threaded computation in the framework of OO is recognised as a di cult problem. The project is thus of a more fundamental nature, as it faces signi cant challenges.
Programme of work (See also Appendix A.) Topic 
Aggregation -The class-instance approach
We advocate that the class-instance approach, as employed for objects, is also used for subsystems. A subsystem class is a collection of object classes (or subsystem classes when subsystems are nested) which are related by associations and which collect together related objects at the next lower level of granularity. To formally interpret a subsystem we would therefore de ne corresponding manager and instance theories as is done for objects in 8].
Syntactically, a subsystem can be identi ed from an existing (one level) type view diagram by encircling those object classes which are to be included in the subsystem class rather like the nesting of states in Statecharts 36] The interface which encapsulates the subsystem is simply those associations of the constituent components which link to components outside the subsystem. Where a set of operations de ne the interface to an object we de ne a distinguished set of operations by promoting some lower level ones or by de ning new ones via lower level operations by means of the multi-threading mechanisms to act as subsystem operations. Syntropy 20] , employ a useful convention by which every system description should have a root object class to which every class is associated either directly or via other classes The root class must have precisely a single instance in any particular instantiation of the system (see also \Singleton" design pattern 34]). All instances in the system must also be associated to the root instance, either directly or indirectly, at all times. We propose that the concept of root object can usefully be employed at the level of subsystems as well as for the entire system. The identity of the root instance can then be used as the identity of the subsystem instance or a new indexing of subsystem instances by subsystem identi ers can be provided. It is of little consequence whether subsystem identi ers are globally unique or whether they are unique within the enclosing subsystem instance at the next higher level.
Tasks: 2. This task will investigate issues of concurrency in OO to determine how they can be promoted to subsystems.
There are now some approaches to concurrency for OO, both at programming language and at speci cation level, eg. 22, 2, 38]. The issue of multi-threaded computation is of particular importance as the mechanism o ers the potential for e ciency in execution. However, the semantics of such mechanisms is not clear. Nor is the nature of appropriate mechanisms for describing such executions. Speci cation level mechanisms have been studied in 22, 3] . The latter views the problem of de ning a method over an object (or a subsystem of objects) as being like the traditional problem of writing a \program" over an abstract machine. This task will develop a formalism based on an extension of dynamic logic to express such multi-threaded computations and their speci cations, underpinning re nement mechanisms. This task will investigate the suitability of this and other approaches for the speci cation and programming of concurrent, multi-threaded computations.
Tasks: 3. This task will develop a \cookbook" of architectures and design patterns exploiting the concept of subsystems. These will have to be non-trivial in size so as to demonstrate the advantages of hierarchical structuring. The design patterns will be developed from existing class based ones and the measure of success will be that they are simpli ed by the new approach. 
Open issues
Two important open issues remain in the de nition of the concept of subsystem. Firstly, it remains to be de ned how notions of subclass and inheritance should be applied to subsystems. Secondly the relationship with component-based development needs to be investigated. These questions will be addressed under all tasks described above.
A Gantt Chart, Resources, Milestones and Management
The timetabling of tasks is depicted in the following Gantt chart. Project management will be undertaken by the two principle investigators in collaboration. Decisions will be taken by concensus of project personel, but should any dispute arise, it will be resolved by a management meeting involving the Principle Investigators or their nominees. In the unlikely event of no resolution there, the EPSRC will be asked to intervene. The overall project manager will be Professor Maibaum.
